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The secret to Birthright’s success fighting intermarriage? It doesn’t fight intermarriage. 2

Brandeis University’s Jewish Futures Project just 
released a blockbuster report following-up on Birthright 
Israel’s first decade of applicants that should have had 
Jews united in celebration. Long-term tracking of 
Birthright alumni shows that judging by eighteen key 
criteria of positive Jewish involvement, from feeling 
connected to Israel to attending religious services to 
having Jewish friends to marrying Jewish, the impact of 
these ten-day trips often lasts a lifetime.

But instead of celebrating this feat, a small group of 
academics have seized on the happy news to bash 
Birthright.

The chief complaint, as one Forward column charged, is 
that “Birthright’s insulting obsession with intermarriage 
is erasing young Jews.” “A closer look at the study 
reveals how deeply the Jewish community remains 
enthralled to an outmoded view of Jewish engagement 
that’s based on antiquated and insulting views about 
intermarriage,” the OpEd argued, following “a long-
standing tradition of treating the life choices of 
individual Jews as widgets to be manipulated in service 
of a project that these individual Jews themselves may 
not care about.”

But this criticism misses the point about Birthright, as 
well as the JFP study. It’s true that the study 
emphasizes the news that participants are much more 
likely to have a Jewish spouse or partner; it found that 
55% of Birthright participants married Jews, as opposed 
to 39% who did not participate. But the JFP researchers 
explained why that conclusion is so significant: 
Following the data in this and countless other studies, 
your decision to marry Jewish often opens the door to 
more — and more meaningful — Jewish involvements.

The reason for this is intuitive: More is more. Two Jews 
partnering together creates an all-Jewish family alliance 
which increases the quantity and quality of Jewish living 

exponentially.

And this is where Birthright comes in. Birthright’s goal 
is not that Jews marry other Jews, but rather, that Jews 
stay engaged, a goal that the data also show is 
amplified by marrying Jewish. That experiencing Israel 
with Jewish peers also ends up encouraging Jews to 
marry other Jews compounds this effect a third time 
over.

Alas, reflecting American society’s increasing addiction 
to all-or-nothing, either-or-ness, critics of Birthright 
have cast this acknowledgement of a Jewish 
partnership’s positive role in building American Jewry’s 
future into an assault on those who intermarry. 
Moreover, confusing inputs with outcome, they assume 
that just because many Birthrighters marry Jews, 
Birthright hounds Jews not to intermarry. That false 
assumption mixes up the American-based conclusions 
participants draw once they return and resume their 
lives, with the Jewishly-inspiring Israel-experience 
Birthright offers. It’s like claiming that just because 
some Hispanics voted for Donald Trump, Trump didn’t 
make bigoted anti-Mexican remarks.

In fact, these critics have exposed the great irony which 
every good Birthright educator understands — and 
which many establishment American Jews fail to grasp: 
Taglit-Birthright Israel has been so effective in 
promoting in-marriage because it doesn’t.

To put things in the crassest, most calculating, most 
outcome-driven way possible, the worst way to fight 
intermarriage in America today is to fight intermarriage 
in America today.

Educators must be reality-based idealists. They know 
that 40% of Birthrighters come from intermarried 
homes. A program that demonized many participants’ 
parents’ choices, as well as their own, would flop. It 
wouldn’t have attracted 750,000 overwhelmingly

The secret to Birthright’s success fighting 
intermarriage? It doesn’t fight intermarriage.
By Gil Troy

Opinion
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Birthright’s insulting obsession with intermarriage is erasing young Jews 3

-happy participants. It wouldn’t have generated such 
generally-euphoric feedback. And it wouldn’t have 
inspired so many Jews to marry one another.

It is a truth that ought to be more widely 
acknowledged that insecure ideologues demonize 
other people’s choices; visionary educators celebrate 
particular paths.

Once upon-a-time, heavy-handed Zionists dissed 
those who didn’t make Aliyah. Sophisticated Zionist 
educators today value those who move to Israel 
without denigrating the vast majority of American 
Jews who don’t. Similarly, sophisticated Jewish 
educators today celebrate the joys of being Jewish, 
without indulging earlier generations’ “oys,” rejecting 
that “ever-dying people” model which neurotically 
tried shaming Jews into staying Jewish.

Ultimately, the secret of Birthright’s success, what I 
call the Zen of Birthright, is that rather than being a 
defensive, reactive program, it’s affirmative. It’s 
proactive. It’s Pilates Judaism, strengthening the core 
and trusting good results to follow.

Birthright nurtures an Israel connection rather than 
fighting anti-Zionism. It encourages Jewish pride 
rather than fighting antisemitism. And it opens up 
worlds of Jewish living to all Jews — because it is their 
birthright.

Enough with being allergic to any good communal 
news. Don’t blame Birthright for the amazing results it 
produces; applaud it for the exciting vision of Jewish 
community it is modeling and spreading.

-

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Forward.

The results are in: Birthright is a success. Or at least, 
this is the message of a new report out of The Cohen 
Center’s Jewish Futures Project which measured the 
impact of the ten-day free trip to Israel for Jewish 
North Americans. But what do they mean by success? 
A closer look at the study reveals how deeply the 
Jewish community remains enthralled to an outmoded 
view of Jewish engagement that’s based on 
antiquated and insulting views about intermarriage. 
Meanwhile, the crucial work of scholars emphasizing 
how compatible intermarriage and Jewish continuity 
are continues to be sidelined. 

Birthright’s brochures emphasize that Birthright Israel 
is “100 percent pluralistic, inclusive, and does not 
endorse any ideological, party, or religious line.” And 
yet, as the study makes clear, Birthright does have an 
agenda: Birthright trips to Israel are characterized as 
an “intervention” with the goal of ensuring Jewish 
continuity and commitment to Israel. 

The Jewish Futures Project report focuses on marriage 
outcomes because, the authors assert, “spouse or 
partner choice is an indicator of engagement in Jewish 
life.” From the Jewish Futures Project’s perspective, 
the finding that 55% of Birthright participants had a 
Jewish spouse or partner, while 39% of non-
participants did, shows that Birthright is a success. 
Birthright even reduces intermarriage for the children 
of intermarried parents. 

From the perspective of someone who wants to 
prevent intermarriage, these numbers may sound 
great. But for the large percentage of Birthright 
participants whose parents are intermarried, it has to 
seem like an insult: They are considered Jewish 
enough to go on the trip but their family backgrounds 
are not good enough to be replicated in future 
generations.

Birthright’s insulting 
obsession with 
intermarriage is 
erasing young Jews
By Jennifer Thompson

Opinion
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The report concludes that “few other educational 
interventions in the Jewish world or otherwise have 
similar evidence of Birthright’s long-term effects.” But 
the truth is, this level of research is not happening for 
other kinds of Jewish programming, so we really can’t 
know whether what is happening here is unique.

It’s great to have longitudinal data for any social-
scientific study, but these data are being collected in 
service of a project that was already out of touch 20 
years ago and is even more so now. Birthright was 
founded in the midst of an intermarriage freakout
exacerbated by the 1990 NJPS finding of 52% 
intermarriage rate. Despite decades of interventions 
meant to stigmatize intermarriage and pressure or 
persuade non-Jewish spouses to convert to Judaism, 
intermarriage has not gone away. Many young Jews 
today are the “products” of intermarriage, as Jewish 
policy leaders and social scientists sometimes call 
them, and are quite familiar with the stigmatizing 
rhetoric aimed at their parents. As one of my 
undergraduate students once aptly put it, the people 
who perpetuate this rhetoric know that intermarriage is 
going to happen, but they want to make sure people 
who intermarry feel bad about it. 

While scholars like historians Keren McGinity, Samira 
Mehta, and I have demonstrated that intermarriage 
does not mean an end to Jewish continuity, our work is 
typically not taken seriously in the framing of studies 
like this one on Birthright. Rather, there is an echo 
chamber effect as these studies rely on work that 
comes from within the same circle: The Jewish Futures 
Project report cites only studies published by 
Bronfman, the Jewish People Policy Institute, and 
Brandeis. This echo chamber effect reduces our ability 
to understand our community — especially the lives and 
priorities of Millennial and Gen Z young adults. 

Demonstrating Birthright’s “direct impact” on the 
marriage choices of young Jews follows a long-standing 
tradition of treating the life choices of individual Jews 
as widgets to be manipulated in service of a project 
that these individual Jews themselves may not care 
about. Programming for and research on Jews 
continues a disastrous pattern that conceptualizes 
uniquely and infinitely valuable individuals as means to 
the end of achieving Jewish continuity.

An alternative to this that would treat Jews as ends in 
themselves would start from their own interests and 

desires. Millennial and Gen Z Jews’ lives and prospects 
are shaped by forces that Boomers did not contend 
with: climate change, a gig economy, unaffordable 
housing, massive student loan debt. Additionally, these 
generations are cosmopolitan, care about diversity, and 
want to see progressive social change. 

Focusing on intermarriage above all else, given the 
deeply serious problems these generations face, simply 
tells young adults that older Jewish leaders don’t 
understand them and don’t care to understand them, 
and that they would rather put their own priorities first 
and tell young adults to adapt to what’s expected of 
them. 

That’s not a recipe for cultural creativity and 
renaissance. Instead, we should take seriously young 
adults’ realistic and serious worries about their futures 
in our precarious world. What if we paid off their 
student loans in exchange for taking part in a Jewish-
community-based project that combats climate 
change? What if we funded cultural and ethical 
creativity rather than trying to keep people involved in 
the forms that they are already telling us don’t engage 
them?

What Birthright is giving the Jewish community does 
not tap into the wellspring of creative energy we could 
be nurturing. There are so many things the resources 
poured into Birthright could support that would 
produce Jewish commitment in an organic way, one 
that is not obsessed with marital and childbearing 
choices, but rather is about all the members of a 
community and their multiple ways of being part of 
each other’s lives.

Judaism and Jewishness are relevant to people’s lives in 
a lot of other ways than simply marrying Jewish and 
bearing Jewish offspring. Birthright is a step in the right 
direction in that it invites young adults into a positive 
experience. But as a community, we need to shift to a 
model that supports young people as they author their 
own lives and experiences.

-

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Forward.

Birthright’s insulting obsession with intermarriage is erasing young Jews
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For the real-life Alice of ‘Alice’s Restaurant,’ a new reason to be thankful 5

This is a story about Alice of “Alice’s Restaurant” fame.

“Alice’s Restaurant” is a song and a movie and once 
was an actual restaurant. But more than anything, 
“Alice’s Restaurant” is a frame of mind, one that might 
best be illustrated by the thousands of people who 
have helped the real-life woman immortalized in the 
song. They heard a story on the radio the other day and 
in less than 24 hours pledged $125,000 to help Alice 
Brock, the real Alice, as she likes to refer to herself. 
Brock is alive but not that well. To put it in culinary 
terms, well, her cupboard is bare.

For those who haven’t heard the Arlo Guthrie 18-minute 
anti-war classic that has been a Thanksgiving staple on 
FM radio for more than a half-century, “Alice’s 
Restaurant” tells the tale of a Thanksgiving dinner “that 
couldn’t be beat” at a church in Great Barrington, 
Massachusetts and Guthrie’s subsequent real-life 
arrest for disposing of the feast’s garbage. In the song, 
Guthrie claims the arrest kept him from being drafted 
and sent to Vietnam. In reality, Guthrie didn’t have to 
serve because his draft lottery number was so high. As 
a friend with a high lottery number told me when we 
were sweating out the draft, “I’m not going to get called 
unless there’s a squirrel invasion in New Hampshire.”

Alice Brock came into this world as Alice May Pelkey, 
the daughter of a Jewish mother and Gentile father in 
Brooklyn. She took her husband Ray’s surname when 
they married. The couple worked at The Stockbridge 
School in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, and were living 
in a church that had been converted into a residence. 
One of the hippies at the table was a student at the 
boarding school, another Brooklyn kid with a Jewish 
mother. You may have heard of his father Woody 
Guthrie. An actor portrayed Woody in the movie. The 
real Woody checked out in October 1967, the same 
month his son Arlo’s debut album, “Alice’s Restaurant,” 
was released.

Before the talking-blues song with a melody that sticks 
in your ear was committed to vinyl, the younger Guthrie 
performed it live on WBAI-FM as a guest on “Radio 
Unnameable,” the late-night show that has been 
hosted by Bob Fass for the last 57 years. Some of us 
boomers talk about the days when we went to the 
Fillmore East and the opening act went on to become a 
superstar. Well, that’s what it was like for Guthrie’s first 
performance of “Alice’s Restaurant” on Fass’ show.

Fass had a cast of incredibly talented performing artists 
drop in after midnight, everyone from Stiller and Meara 
to that Jewish kid from Hibbing, Minnesota, who played 
the harmonica and the guitar at the same time. On this 
particular night, four folkies were part of the “Radio 
Unnameable” cabal trading tunes on the air. In addition 
to Guthrie, David Bromberg, Jerry Jeff Walker and 
Ramblin’ Jack Elliot were picking their acoustic guitars. 
When it was Guthrie’s turn, he did a new tune he had 
been performing in small clubs. It began, “This song is 
called Alice’s Restaurant but Alice’s Restaurant is not 
the name of the restaurant. That’s just the name of the 
song.”

Listening to a recording of that radio debut, you can tell 
that Guthrie was thrilled on some level to be playing 
with the great David Bromberg. During the 20-second 
instrumental introduction, you can hear one of the 
weed smokers at the radio station coughing and then 
right before he begins, Guthrie sighs, “Ah, David 
Bromberg!”

Fass’ audience went nuts over the song. WBAI was 
anti-war central during the Vietnam era and listeners 
pledged money to hear “Alice’s Restaurant” again and 
again. Fass played it so much that he was able to get 
listeners to pledge money if he would stop playing it. 
Eventually, he got a call from Harold Leventhal, 
listeners to pledge money if he would stop playing it. 
Eventually, he got a call from Harold Leventhal, 

For the real-life Alice of ‘Alice’s Restaurant,’ a 
new reason to be thankful
By Jon Kalish

Culture
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Guthrie’s manager, asking him to stop playing the live 
recording because the album was coming out. Fass
agreed.

WBAI was holding on-air marathons to support itself 
years before there was an NPR. Fass played it again 
this Thanksgiving, the same day NPR’s “Morning 
Edition” broadcast a three-minute feature reporting on 
Alice Brock’s plight. In addition to her dire economic 
straits, the 79-year-old Cape Cod resident is suffering 
from COPD. The $125,000 pledged by some 2,000 well-
wishers to Brock’s GoFundMe campaign is surely a feat 
any public radio station would like to achieve.

Dini Lamot, a friend of Brock’s who set up the 
GoFundMe page, noticed that, at one point on 
Thanksgiving, the total was rising at a rate of $1,000 a 
minute. Lamot and his partner of 46 years, Windle 
Davis, are members of a now-defunct Boston band 
called Human Sexual Response. The New Wave rockers 
took their name from the Masters & Johnson book of 
the same name because one of the group’s members 
had a day job at the publisher of the landmark 1966 
text. Never heard of the band? Their hit “Jackie Onassis” 
(“I want to be Jackie Onassis/ I want to wear a pair of 
dark sunglasses”) was first played on the legendary 
Boston station WBCN after Lamot started putting 
cassettes of the tune in the lunch orders delivered to 
the station. He worked at the joint the WBCN DJ’s 
ordered from.

Lamot was working for a landscaping company in 
Provincetown, Massachusetts, in 1991 when he was 
sent to work on Brock’s garden. He had no idea she was 
that Alice. Brock became close friends with Lamot and 
Davis who joined her Clean Plate Club of friends who 
ate out together and wrote unpublished reviews of the 
restaurants.

Davis recalled the impact AIDS had on Provincetown’s 
gay community at the time and the numerous AIDS 
benefits that were organized in the 1900s.

“She was at every one of them,” he said of Brock.

When I spoke to Brock over the Thanksgiving weekend, 
she told me she was overwhelmed by the GoFundMe 
response, that she hadn’t really taken it in yet. I asked 

her why she thought so many people stepped up to 
help her and she replied, “What goes around comes 
around.”

That’s certainly the sentiment of the comments left by 
the GoFundMe donors, many of whom have hewed to 
the Jewish tradition of donating anonymously. One 
donor pledged $50, the same amount, he noted, as Arlo 
Guthrie’ fine for littering. A clown in Michigan wrote that 
his Thanksgiving ritual involved marching in Detroit’s 
Thanksgiving Day parade and then listening to “Alice’s 
Restaurant” on the drive home. A woman thanked 
Brock for “all the talks we had in the kitchen of the 
boarding school in Stockbridge,” the same school 
where Arlo joined Alice’s orbit.

Viki Merrick, a Cape Cod radio producer who worked as 
a bartender at Alice’s at Avaloch, Brock’s last 
restaurant, said being the recipient of a benefit “is not 
Alice’s style at all. Alice is usually the giver.” Merrick has 
become Brock’s caretaker in recent years. Among her 
tasks: “bring her good soup.”

In an email explaining her family’s connection to 
Judaism, Brock wrote in 28-point Comic Sans, “We were 
fressers.” Her grandmother read The Forward and her 
father was pals with the father of the English Forward’s 
founding editor, Seth Lipsky.

“Neither of my parents were believers,” she wrote, “But 
I do feel Jewish.”

-

Manhattan-based radio journalist Jon Kalish has 
reported and recorded for NPR for 40 years. Twitter 
@kalishjon

For the real-life Alice of ‘Alice’s Restaurant,’ a new reason to be thankful
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Should Biden pick Rahm Emanuel? In Chicago, everybody has a opinion. 7

To start a vigorous political argument just say, “Rahm 
Emanuel.” Whether you’re in Chicago, where he was a 
mayor and congressman and investment banker, or in 
Washington, where he worked with Presidents Bill 
Clinton and Barack Obama, the diminutive middle son 
of the three Emanuel brothers is trending upwards — for 
this week at least — though not with huzzahs.

Merely mentioning Rahm Emanuel as the potential 
transportation secretary or any other cabinet job for 
the incoming Biden administration gaslights not only 
progressives but also centrist and even right-wing 
politicos at their various rostrums railing about Rahm.

Last week it was Rahm’s older brother, the pious 
oncologist and bioethicist Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel, whose 
appointment to Biden’s coronavirus task force 
generated controversy. The doctor said he hopes to die 
at 75 because it’s just not worth it afterward — for you 
or your family. And this from the 63-year-old who 
chairs The University of Pennsylvania Medical School 
Division of Medical Ethics and Health Policy, currently 
on leave.

In the meantime, floating Rahm Emanuel as 
transportation secretary draws considerable and 
unfavorable attention. For progressives such as 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and others, it’s because of 
Emanuel’s arrogance as the Chicago mayor 
stonewalling the release of a dash-cam video showing 
the police shooting of Laquan McDonald, an African 
American teenager, during October 2014.

Officer Jason Van Dyke fired 16 shots into McDonald 
from close range, most of them while McDonald was 
already prone in the middle of a street after trying to 
walk away from a police cruiser.

Emanuel exacerbated the problem by keeping the video 
out of public view for 14 months. (He claimed not to 
have seen it until November 2015, when a judge 

ordered its release, though his aides were well aware of 
it.) Emanuel managed to win reelection in April 2015; 
then a supine Chicago City Council promptly approved 
a $5 million settlement with McDonald’s family — before 
it even filed a lawsuit.

During his time as mayor Emanuel would stage 
Trumpian press conferences to boast of attracting 
businesses to Chicago by announcing major projects 
that eventually disappeared. Most notable was a 
transportation project he announced with videos, 
illustrations, and fanfare in June 2018 with Elon Musk to 
create an underground tunnel system originating in 
Chicago’s downtown area to carry passengers 
approximately 18 miles to O’Hare Airport in about 12 
minutes, less than one-third the travel time of above-
ground trains. Today it’s not even a memory. Just three 
months later, Emanuel balked at running for a third 
term.

A public career as long as Rahm Emanuel’s will likely 
have a fair share of difficulties, as many have 
documented. Over at Slate, Ben Mathis-Lilley asked 
“What is Rahm Emanuel Good For?” and found… not 
much, even though he offers a salient point that 
Emanuel is “the Democrats’ most persistent figure.”

He is certainly the most persistent Democrat arguing 
for the center versus the left. In this way, he is a 
classical American politician focused on winning 
elections and figuring out results later, as when he was 
the prime mover on shifting the majority in Congress to 
Democrats in the 2006 congressional elections by 
recruiting candidates and raising money for them (at 
which he may be nonpareil).

For example, he copped to a contrary view on the 
Affordable Care Act as President Obama’s chief of staff 
but now says “it has joined Social Security and 
Medicare in the pantheon of American entitlements.”

Should Biden pick Rahm Emanuel? In Chicago, 
everybody has a opinion.
By Ronald Litke

News
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Stop comparing my relationship to Kamala’s. Not all interracial marriages are the same. 8

To his credit, Emanuel can tell which way the wind 
blows.

Yet amid the bad press he’s getting, Emanuel can 
always legitimately claim credit for a breakthrough in 
Chicago politics. In 2014 he stood alongside Michael 
Shakman, a crusader since 1969 against the city’s 
legendary vice grip of patronage for city workers and 
their political loyalties that rivaled any Russian or 
Soviet-style adhesion to party and power. Emanuel 
proclaimed that Chicago had emerged from a federal 
consent decree (the “Shakman Decree”) preventing 
the practice of creating a political armada, otherwise 
known as “the Chicago machine,” through hiring and 
firing. It still holds.

If Emanuel doesn’t do anything else in public life, that 
was dayenu.

He remains cagey about his prospects, not signaling 
whether he’s even interested in the transportation 
job, staff advisor or any other post.

The coolness is uncharacteristic of someone whose 
history is to declare his intentions and follow through 
assiduously, for better or worse. He looks happy as a 
commentator on ABC’s Sunday politics show, trading 
barbs with former New Jersey Governor Chris Christie 
and George Stephanopoulos, his former comrade 
from the Clinton years. It allows him to talk without 
consequence, which might have been the best 
position for him all along.

Recently, a Jewish writer friend told me I should write 
about being “a Jewish guy married to a woman of 
color.” Supposedly, an essay on the topic would be of 
interest because Vice President-elect Kamala Harris is 
married to an Ashkenazi gentleman.

I had to disagree. The idea that I am joined to Harris 
and her husband Douglas Emhoff is actually 
problematic, for a number of reasons. For starters, 
suggesting that I, like Emhoff, am a “a Jewish guy 
married to a woman of color” implies that being 
Jewish means being defined by a certain color — white 
— and that a woman of color is the opposite of that. 
This is of course untrue; there are many Jews of color, 
and many Black Jews who are erased by this 
dichotomy.

But there’s a more important reason not to compare 
my family, or really any interracial family, to that of 
the veep-elect. And it’s that our story, like Harris and 
Emhoff’s, is not a type. It is utterly unique.

Granted, the moment Harris’s victory was announced, 
my wife rushed outside to take pictures in front of the 
Jamaican flag billowing off our porch. But despite one 
important thread weaving through my wife and 
Harris’s backstories, my wife is not Harris and I am not 
Harris’s husband.

Our marriage is not an intermarriage. My wife 
Antoinette’s spiritual journey began at St. John’s 
University, University of New York at Albany and led 
her to studying in Tzfat. In June 2016, we met under 
the chuppah. Harris as far as I know has never 
pursued Judaism.

Stop comparing my 
relationship to 
Kamala’s. Not all 
interracial marriages 
are the same.
By Jay Deitcher

Opinion
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That means she has not had the experiences 
Antoinette has had navigating Jewish spaces as a Black 
woman. Experiences like being on the board of our 
temple and Jewish day school, yet remembering the 
days when she was a regular attendee but was still 
closely watched by a greeter while in the temple 
corridors as though she was going to shoot the place 
up.

Harris has not had to navigate being Jewish in Black 
spaces, either. My wife used to hit up natural hair 
meetups with a buddy, until that buddy went on about 
the Jews controlling the slave trade and the Jews lying 
about who were the original children of Israel.

We’ve had Black friends show up to birthdays and other 
milestones, yet many were absent at our wedding 
because it was held in a synagogue. Soon after, my 
wife and I took my father and his non-Jewish friend out 
to lunch. Antoinette had to sit through an entire meal 
as my dad’s friend dropped the n-bomb numerous 
times, while my father and I fumbled to stand up 
against the racism. Around the same time, my mom-in-
law informed us that her pastor preached to his entire 
congregation about Jews manipulating elected officials 
and Jewish landlords bleeding the community.

My wife and I had to struggle through many 
conversations and silences, working through the 
wounds of not advocating for one another, and learning 
to stand up and be there.

Comparing us to any other interracial couple erases 
these experiences. But these experiences are our 
identity.

The past four years, we’ve watched Trump dash off 
tweets of Hillary Clinton with a Jewish star beside her 
face, watched him egg on hate groups and stir up 
conspiracy theories that would, like always, lead back 
to one people —the Jews. We felt anger and love for the 
members of our tribe that bought into his paranoid 
propaganda. We watched them pitted against other 
minorities, watched them help turn Israel into a 
partisan issue, all while Trump stoked the fire for 
violence against our community.

And through it all, we supported each other, even when 

it felt like the world was split.

I’m sure Harris and her husband’s relationship has had 
its struggles, too. I’m sure some of them are similar to 
ours. But more were very much their own.

I can empathize with the complexities of relationships 
that cross cultures and hope I am a more caring person 
because of that. I hope Harris is, too.

The morning after Harris’s victory speech, we feasted 
on ackee and saltfish while our son did his happy 
dance. It does matter that Harris also loves rice and 
peas and knows what Mamaleh means.

But I have no interest in comparing my relationship to 
anyone else’s relationship just because other people 
would. It erases our stories, our challenges, our 
mistakes, our growth, and our successes. It erases who 
we are.

-

Jay Deitcher’s writing has appeared in The Washington 
Post, Tablet, The Cut, and Longreads. He has an MFA 
from the Stony Brook Creative Writing and Literature 
program.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Forward.

Stop comparing my relationship to Kamala’s. Not all interracial marriages are the same.
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As Mosul recovers from ISIS rule, a native of the city is fighting to recover its Jewish past 10

After the prophet Jonah suffered his ordeal in the belly 
of the whale, he found himself in what is today called 
Mosul, in modern-day Iraq, according to Jewish 
scripture.

Jews lived there in Biblical times, and continued to do 
so until the 1950s, but today, there are none.

There is, however, one Iraqi, Omar Mohammed, who is 
devoted to maintaining their memory.

A historian and journalist, he came to the Jewish story 
while he was documenting the destruction wrought on 
the city by ISIS, who captured it in 2014.

“It has become my life mission to restore the Jewish 
heritage of Mosul,” Mohammed said in an interview.

Jews had lived in the area of Mosul, alongside Arabs 
and Kurds, Muslims, Christians and Yazidis, for 
thousands of years. At its peak, the community 
numbered 15,000. Three-quarters of the country’s 
Jewish population fled to Israel under pressure from the 
anti-Zionist government in the early 1950s.

“When [Jews] were deported from Iraq and Mosul, it 
wasn’t just that they were sent away,” he explained. 
“They were erased from our history. They were 
deliberately omitted from everything.”

A history lecturer at Mosul University before the 
occupation, after ISIS’s invasion Mohammed turned to 
recording the brutality of their rule, despite the great 
risk to his own life. With a secret computer, blogging 
under the alias MosulEye, he published the names of 
those executed by ISIS, and revealed the reality of the 
group’s slave trade and sexual trafficking of Yazidi 
women and girls.

“It was something inexplicable,” Mohammed said about 
his experience under ISIS. “It is difficult to call it life 
even. All you care about it is how to survive. You think 

about how ISIS may kill you or arrest you.”

As the anonymous pen behind MosulEye, his work 
gained international recognition, but he didn’t feel safe 
revealing his identity until months after ISIS had left the 
city.

Ultimately, he managed to escape the city in 2015, and 
was smuggled through Syria to France, where he lives 
today. Nonetheless, his eyes remained on Mosul. From 
France, using local sources, he covered the remainder 
of ISIS’ rule, which ended in 2017, and now writes about 
the city’s reconstruction.

It was after the city’s liberation that Mosul’s Jewish 
history became a passion of his. While documenting the 
rebuilding, he learned that the remains of a century old 
synagogue had managed to survive the ISIS regime. 
The synagogue, which had first been discovered by a 
Jewish soldier during the second Iraq War, inspired him 
to learn more.

He found a parallel between what the Iraqi government 
had done to Jews by erasing their history in the country, 
and what ISIS did to rid the regions it conquered. They 
would try to destroy anything that challenged the strict 
interpretation of Islam that they imposed, which 
considered physical religious sites, even Islamic ones, 
as remnants of polytheism.

In Syria, for example, ISIS garnered international 
attention when they destroyed much of the ancient city 
of Palmyra.

In Mosul, the group dynamited the Tomb of Jonah and 
the Tomb of Daniel, both considered to be Islamic holy 
sites in addition to Jewish ones, as well as that of Saint 
George, who is both a Christian and Muslim figure. They 
ordered the destruction of all churches in the city and 
burned the collections of several libraries, including 
that of Mosul’s museum and university.

As Mosul recovers from ISIS rule, a native of 
the city is fighting to recover its Jewish past
By David Ian Klein

News
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Today, Mohammed’s work on Mosul’s Jewish 
community is inspired in part by the conviction that 
honoring Mosul’s historic diversity is something that 
could go a long way to help the city and its people 
recover from the collective trauma of ISIS rule. 
However, he is wary of those who boast about that 
historic diversity without acknowledging the harsh 
realities which brought it to an end.

“[Mosul’s Jewish past] is not an accessory, it’s not 
something to brag about. What is there to brag about 
deportation.” Mohammed said. “[The Jews] weren’t just 
numbers, they had dreams, they had lives.”

In that spirit, he doesn’t want the synagogue — which 
he is trying to have recognized as a heritage site — to 
be a museum to a dead society. His dream: that one 
day it could be home to a living Jewish community.

“Diversity alone is not enough if there is no inclusion,” 
Mohammed explained. “Inclusion requires us to bring 
back the Jewish story and accept it as part of our own. 
Real diversity requires the courage to acknowledge our 
own problems.”

Convincing Mosul’s other residents that a revival of 
Jewish life in the city could be beneficial hasn’t been 
easy, either.

For one, Mohammed says that he is often accused of 
having an agenda from foreign intelligence services, be 
it the CIA, MI6 or Mossad when he tries to talk about 
Jewish issues to fellow Iraqis. More common however is 
the inability to believe the Jewish community ever lived 
similar lives to their neighbors, Mohammed found.

After an online event that Mohammed hosted with 
Mosuli Jews in exile, which he made sure was accessible 
to people in Mosul, he received an email from one 
Mosul man surprised at how the Mosuli Jews looked just 
like others from the city.

“I said, ‘What did you think? That they were monsters or 
aliens? Of course they look like us,’” Mohammed said. 
“This imagination that a Jewish person is shaped in a 
very different way is something horrible.”

Mohammed knows the day a functioning synagogue 
reopens in Mosul is still a long way away. After all, he is 

still unable to return to the city himself out of fear for 
his own life.

“I am a historian, and historians are often pessimistic, 
but I have hope,” Mohammed said.

Twice a week, he also hosts calls with elderly Jews from 
Mosul, who today live around the world, so he can 
record their memories of Jewish life in the city before 
they are lost forever.

“It takes time, it will take effort, it takes guts and it 
takes courage, but it’s happening,” Mohammed said.
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Looking for the truth in Gaza — through a camera lens 12

Jehad al-Saftawi grew up in Gaza.

The field in front of his boyhood home was used to 
launch rockets into Israel. As he approached manhood, 
he witnessed Israel rain down rockets of its own, 
leveling apartment blocks. To get the full picture of 
where he comes from, Saftawi insists on making both 
of these truths public.

Saftawi’s father, Imad al-Saftawi, is a jihadi, responsible 
for the deaths of Israeli civilians. He now works as a 
brigadier general for Hamas after having served 18 
years in an Israeli prison. Saftawi was 9 when his father 
was arrested, but Imad remained a presence in his life, 
calling from jail with threats and strict religious 
instruction for Jehad and his siblings.

“The vast majority of my life I thought that is what 
normal is,” Saftawi, a photojournalist and the author of 
the new book “My Gaza: A City in Photographs” said 
over the phone from the San Francisco Bay Area, where 
he and his wife, photojournalist Lara Aburamadan, are 
seeking asylum. “We as Palestinians, in life, just have 
conflict and we’re being raised to rise for our cause and 
people. It was all part of the narrative that life is that 
struggle. Our ancestors, our grandfathers, have paid 
their price and it’s our duty to continue this.”

Saftawi was brought up to believe he had a role to play 
in the ongoing conflict. In his community, his father was 
regarded as a hero. At home, where quotes of the 
Prophet Muhammad lined the walls, relatives enshrined 
the struggle as a rite of passage. At school, the 
discipline took on a military character.

He was a teenager in 2006, when Gazans elected the 
radical Hamas government. A number of his high school 
teachers were members of Qassam, the Hamas military 
wing, who would guard ribāṭ, small fortifications, along 
border areas in the morning before classes started. 
When they arrived, Saftawi says, they would often beat 

students and pour sand on their heads if they didn’t 
have the right kind of haircut.

As the full extent of Hamas’ extremism revealed itself, 
Saftawi began taking photographs with his phone. He 
started in 2008, a few months before Operation Cast 
Lead, an IDF campaign to destroy Hamas’ rocket 
capabilities that ended with over a thousand Gazan 
fatalities, many of them civilians. He would go on to 
chronicle life on the ground, and, in the case of his trek 
through secret tunnels running from Gaza to Egypt, 
beneath it, capturing poverty, protests and the 
territory’s chronic gas shortages.

In 2014, Saftawi gained international attention for 
livestreaming the air assault during Operation 
Protective Edge from his apartment window. The 
reason why he took this approach was simple: He 
couldn’t leave the building for most of the offensive. 
Even so, his book is dense with scenes of the 
operation’s carnage and men and women fleeing their 
soon-to-be-shelled homes with mattresses and 
bedding.

“After the 2014 operation and the amount of misery I 
saw — being committed not only by Israelis but also at 
the hand of Palestinians to other Palestinians — that 
just made everything clear,” Saftawi said. “We are just 
another place with tyrants who are deciding for the 
majority of the population how their life’s going to be.”

Saftawi decided to question the narrative he’d been fed 
his whole life. He believes Israel, whatever the 
provocation, reacts disproportionately to Hamas 
aggression, causing unnecessary casualties in Gaza 
while maintaining a blockade. At the same time, he 
claims Hamas is escalating the rules of engagement 
and endangering Gazan lives by placing them in harm’s 
way and inculcating the youth to live for the hereafter —
and not for their own future.

Looking for the truth in Gaza — through a 
camera lens
By PJ Grisar

Culture
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While the subject of Saftawi’s book is the tragedy of 
Gazan people’s conditions, it is, fundamentally, an 
attempt to capture the truth of his small part of the 
world, including the efforts to suppress that truth.

The cover image, of Gazans celebrating Palestinian 
Mohammed Assaff’s victory in the “Arab Idol” singing 
competition in 2013, was taken just before uniformed 
and secret police confiscated Saftawi’s camera and 
looked through his pictures. Qassam interrogated him 
on multiple occasions. He says his experience is far 
from unique.

“All the stringer reporters for AP, for New York Times —
not the international ones, the Palestinian ones, who 
are living in Gaza — the subjects they are tackling, they 
are self-censoring,” Saftawi said. “They can’t really talk 
about things as they should, like media. What’s the role 
of media? It’s to question and navigate the truth and 
try to tackle the issues that concern the people, and 
this is definitely not happening.”

These factors — and the scrutiny placed on Saftawi and 
his wife’s life by his family — became too much. In 2016, 
with the help of the New York-based nonprofit, the 
Institute for Middle East Understanding, they came to 
America and, in early 2017, began the asylum-seeking 
process.

Free from Gaza’s hurdles to independent journalism, at 
last able to speak his mind, he waited for the Institute 
to ask him about his family story or discuss best 
practices for covering the conflict. He says they never 
did. He would attend their ritzy parties and speak at 
their events, but claims they were ultimately 
uninterested in his experience; they wanted to review 
his talking points in advance. To his frustration, they 
too had their own narrative in mind.

“The organization I was working for had that nature of 
not necessarily telling you what’s going on in Gaza,” 
Saftawi said, “it’s just pushing back Israeli Hasbara. It 
wasn’t ‘what do we really need to tell?’ and ‘are we 
serving the helpless people in Gaza?’ It was more, I 
would say, a propaganda body.”

Saftawi moved to California and took jobs at 
restaurants as he tried to learn more about the U.S. and 
how to help other asylum-seekers. His wife continued 
her photography. He says he’s since stopped his own.

7,000 miles away from his major subject, he has found 

other outlets for telling his story: op-eds and a vocal 
Twitter presence. Recently he’s asked followers to 
consider why “monarchic dictatorships are in favor of 
President Donald Trump, and in contrast, rebel and 
terrorist organizations are in favor of candidate Joe 
Biden.” He has retweeted Bari Weiss. He has celebrated 
the Abraham Accords and Israel’s normalization 
agreement with Sudan.

Explaining his support, Saftawi tells me a story about a 
time in 2012, during Operation Pillar of Defense, when 
he and his cousin went to buy bread.

“After we toured the street we saw a group of Hamas 
militants dragging the body of someone they claimed 
to be a spy and when I started filming with my phone, 
one of the militants put a gun to my head and told me 
to stop filming,” Saftawi said.

Later on, they learned these men became famous 
throughout Gaza for parading with the man’s dead 
body through different neighborhoods. In this extreme 
context, the Abraham Accords are a welcome sign of 
deescalation.

“Whatever is going to change in the Arab mentality is 
going to impact Gazans and the culture, and the way 
they perceive conflict,” Saftawi said.

Saftawi thinks a culture of peace, furnished by the 
Accords, will “bring Palestinians from that far-radical 
thinking to a more realistic one of coexistence” by 
signaling what Arab expectations now have for 
Palestinians.

He concedes that such a view will not be popular with 
everyone, and he believes the Abraham Accords have 
been derided particularly because they emerged from 
the Trump administration.

While his opinions are layered, rejecting moral 
absolutes or easy answers, he offered what looked to 
be a succinct expression of his philosophy on Twitter.

“Truth is our only hope, and best defense,” Saftawi
tweeted, in quotation marks.

I couldn’t find a source for the quote. Saftawi says he’s 
embarrassed to admit it came from a segment on 
Tucker Carlson’s show on Fox. He’s not a fan by any 
means, but found it powerful nonetheless.

Looking for the truth in Gaza — through a camera lens
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Pro-union conservatives are trying to take over the Republican Party. Oren Cass is leading the way. 14

Oren Cass is a pro-union conservative. If such a thing 
sounds strange to you, you’re not alone. We’re used to 
thinking about the Democratic Party as representing 
the working class, while Republicans are better known 
for tax cuts for the wealthy and free-market economic 
policies that hurt laborers.

But the data suggest a more complicated picture. The 
2020 election provided the most recent evidence of an 
educational partisan divide: 63% of white voters 
without a college degree cast a ballot for President 
Trump, according to exit polls, while Vice President Joe 
Biden made headway with college-educated whites in 
crucial battleground states like Wisconsin, 
Pennsylvania, and even Georgia, where affluent and 
highly educated suburban voters flipped the state blue 
for the first time in three decades.

For a while now, Republicans have been increasing 
their share of the working-class vote — more through 
default than anything else. But Cass is part of a small 
yet growing cohort of conservatives seeking to give 
that default intellectual and moral heft.

A former adviser to Sen. Mitt Romney of Utah, Cass, 37, 
was a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute, before 
founding his own organization, American Compass, 
earlier this year. Cass’s 2018 book, “The Once and 
Future Worker,” argued that a strong labor market was 
crucial to supporting strong families and communities. 
He followed it up with a recent OpEd in the Wall Street 
Journal headlined “America Needs a Conservative Labor 
Movement.” He lives in the Berkshire Hills of western 
Massachusetts with his wife and three young children.

We spoke on the phone last week. This interview has 
been condensed and edited for clarity.

A lot of people don’t identify labor unions as a value 

for an American conservative. Do you see yourself as 
embodying a tradition of conservatism, or inventing a 
new one?

It’s a great question. To the man on the street in 
America, if you ask, “Tell me what’s conservative,” it 
would be tax cuts, small government, spending cuts, 
deregulation, free trade. But there’s nothing necessarily 
conservative about any of that.

Conservatism gives more weight to tradition, to 
institutions, to recognizing that what we have achieved 
as a civilization, as a nation, is incredibly fragile, and we 
should be grateful for what we have and be wary about 
thinking we can just break it up and build something 
better.

During the period from the 1960s to the 1980s, 
American conservatives were in a very strong alliance 
with libertarians and Cold War hawks. It was extremely 
successful and led to victory in the Cold War. But that 
political coalition we came to take for granted as what 
conservative should mean in all times and all places, 
and people continue going back to that playbook, even 
if those are not the right plays for the challenges that 
we now face.

An especially obvious example of this is with the Covid-
19 pandemic. Looking at how Republicans responded, 
what you saw from the White House economic 
advisers, what you saw from a lot of folks in the Senate, 
was basically just trying to figure out which tax cut is 
the one you’re supposed to call for in a pandemic.

Then you saw a smaller but very energetic, influential 
group — Marco Rubio, Josh Hawley, Tom Cotton, and 
Mitt Romney — all of whom are very conservative, who 
said, “Let’s think about how we as conservatives should 
address this problem,” and came up with a lot of really

Pro-union conservatives are trying to take 
over the Republican Party. Oren Cass is leading 
the way.
By Batya Ungar-Sargon
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good ideas and were instrumental in the CARES Act and 
in developing a response.

When you ask, “What do conservatives think about 
organized labor?” the way we tend to understand that 
question is, “What did the Ronald Reagan coalition 
want to do about labor? And how does the Republican 
Political Party feel about labor?” The answer to that is, 
they’re very anti-union!

But if you start out asking, “How should conservatives 
actually feel about the idea of organized labor, the idea 
of workers coming together, forming organizations, 
having collective representation and power in the labor 
market and the workplace?” — conservatives should be 
very, very interested in that.

If we are to have markets generating good outcomes 
and generating prosperity widely, you should want 
workers to have power and representation in the labor 
market. You should want workers and employers 
meeting on a level playing field and workers to have a 
way to make sure that they receive as large a share as 
they can of the fruits of their labor, just as employers 
have many mechanisms at their disposal to ensure that 
they capture as much of the fruits of their investment 
as they can.

So on one side you have the lefty point of view, which 
has very little belief in individual agency or power, so 
it wants the government to protect workers. And on 
the other side you have the Republican view that 
doesn’t recognize any power disparities and says 
everything should be about personal responsibility 
and bootstrapping. But you’re coming in and saying: I 
share the belief in individual agency and 
empowerment, but there’s a flaw there that needs 
rectifying – not by government but at some 
intermediary institutional level that would build 
society up from the bottom.

Yes, that’s very well put. There’s a very long, strong 
tradition of recognizing the importance of something 
like organized labor to a healthy market economy 
among conservatives. It’s just something that’s been 
completely lost in the market fundamentalism that 
characterizes the right of center in America today.

You mentioned four people — Josh Hawley, Tom 

Cotton, Marco Rubio and Mitt Romney. And you. But 
you guys are a small cohort in a pretty big, well-
established free-market party. I think readers will be 
wondering to what extent you represent the future of 
the Republican Party, or to what extent you’re in a 
really small minority.

You’re certainly right that in terms of numbers, the 
majority of folks working in public policy are in the more 
conventional market-fundamentalist camp. But there 
actually is an awful lot of people who recognize that 
the old orthodoxy has reached its expiration date and 
are very excited to work on figuring out where we go 
from here.

President Trump is really interesting in this context, 
too. A lot of his economic policies seemed to dismay 
Republicans, because they were oriented towards the 
working class. You saw this with the renegotiated 
NAFTA and the trade war with China, and even his 
policy on immigration.

Many working-class people perceive ideas like open 
borders as an economic threat, and Trump was very 
much speaking to them. At the same time, he 
couched these policies in very ugly rhetoric. To me, a 
big question is, could Trump have gotten further on 
this protectionist, worker-oriented economic front 
without the ugly rhetoric, or was that the only way to 
push these sorts of policies into the public 
consciousness?

It’s unknowable, of course. But in a sense, it’s a 
Shakespearean question more than a political one.

At the end of the day, the parts of Trump that were 
damaging and inflammatory interfered with what could 
have been promising directions on policy. There is a lot 
of good he did in terms of showing things that 
everybody assumed were true that just are not, both 
politically and economically.

I liken him to an earthquake: An earthquake levels a lot 
of unsound structures, but it really doesn’t build 
anything. And after an earthquake, you have a lot of 
people rushing back in who just want to fix everything 
and put it back the way it was, and you only make 
progress if you have people who are willing to come in 
and say, “No actually, there’s a lot to learn from 
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everything that fell down here. How do we develop 
plans and execute a process of building something 
that’s going to be sturdier for the future?” That’s what I 
see our project as.

What do you see as the biggest challenge to a more 
just and equitable society, and how do we fix it?

I think we have defined prosperity incorrectly. We have 
focused on the idea that we just need to generate 
enough aggregate economic growth so that we have 
enough stuff, and then we’ll just figure out how to 
redistribute it to anybody who’s been left behind. And I 
think that’s a real problem.

How much stuff you have isn’t necessarily a good 
measure of prosperity, and a lot of ways that markets 
push towards greater efficiency for the production of 
more stuff are also ways that they undermine the 
strength and health of our families and communities, 
our resilience in the face of crisis and so forth. So even 
as GDP is getting higher, we’re not necessarily actually 
getting better off.

What is important to people is not only the amount of 
stuff that ends up getting to them, but whether they 
themselves have a productive role to play and an ability 
to provide for themselves and their family and actually 
feel that they have earned the things that they have.

That’s something that really draws me to your work. 
A job is really not just a paycheck. It’s about dignity. 
It’s about belonging and self-esteem and family. But 
how do we put the horse back in the barn? We’ve 
outsourced all this manufacturing; those jobs are 
gone. How do we get back that thing that we sold for 
our cheap iPhones?

I’m not sure if it’s as much a question of getting back to 
as moving forward in the right direction. It can sound 
like people are just holding out this ideal where history 
ended in 1957 and I don’t think that’s right at all. For 
one thing, there was an awful lot wrong in 1957. For 
another, we have made progress, and the goal should 
be to do even better over time.

To be optimistic for a moment, the nice thing about all 
of this economic growth is that we do in fact have all of 
those things. It came at a great cost, but we built an 

enormous amount of wealth. If we were to have 
different priorities and work toward them, we could 
hopefully reach a point where we are giving greater 
weight and emphasis to these non-market things that 
really matter.

What role does the government play in that?

What it comes down to is the question of how we want 
our market to operate. Markets are wonderful 
mechanisms. I love markets. But nowhere is it shown in 
the principles of economics that markets left to their 
own devices are going to generate the best outcomes 
for a society. It may generate the most efficient 
outcomes, but again, who said that’s the goal?

We need to get back to the actual work of politics, of 
defining what it is we want and what our goals are and 
what we are defining as the prosperity we want to 
achieve. And then we have to ask to what extent do 
markets facilitate that and to what extent do markets 
interfere with or even corrode that, and where it’s the 
latter, then the markets should have different rules on 
them.

So what would distinguish you from someone like 
Sen. Bernie Sanders, for example?

There are ways in which I agree with Bernie Sanders 
about problems that we have in this country. I wouldn’t 
agree with him to the extent that he attributes those 
problems to nefarious forces. I don’t think that’s the 
right way to understand what’s going on. And I 
wouldn’t agree with him at all about his approach to 
solutions, which as far as I can tell is extremely high tax 
rates paired with lots of free stuff.

The policies I’m interested in are not ones that look at 
what the market is generating and then just move all 
the resources around with redistribution. It’s actually 
thinking about the conditions that the market operates 
within. We’ve talked about unions as an example: How 
do we make sure that workers actually have power in 
the labor market to defend their interests? That’s a way 
to need less redistribution, not more.

Another good example is education. Bernie Sanders 
has suggested free college. I think we need to do 
exactly the opposite, to recognize that most Americans 
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don’t earn college degrees — and that’s not for financial 
reasons. It’s a combination of academic aptitude and 
interest and passion. A huge share, even a majority of 
Americans, would be much better served if there were 
other pathways that connected them to work, helped 
with on-the-job experience, helped cover the costs of 
their training.

So in a sense, the ideal partner isn’t college; it’s an 
employer, and everyone should be helping employers 
instead of just shoveling more money into a university 
system that’s not working well.

I’m glad you brought up Bernie’s free-college 
proposal. I never understood that. It’s not a pro-
worker proposal. Why aren’t we looking to make the 
lives of the working class better, as opposed to trying 
to make fewer of them by sending more people to 
college?

I think the way you put it — that free college doesn’t 
help the working class, it just tries to get people out of 
the working class — is a crucially important point. 
Certainly, you want a society with high levels of 
mobility. You want somebody who wants to get a 
college education and go work at a think tank to have 
that pathway open to them. But it’s equally important 
to recognize that most people don’t want to do that!

In my more cynical moments, I wonder if it’s because 
the Democrats have correctly identified their future 
as the party of college-educated people, because 
working-class people are more conservative. The left 
has always been let down by the conservatism of the 
working classes! So I sometimes wonder if the 
“socialist” left is just like, well, let’s just get them out 
of the working class, send them to college so they 
come out good liberals.

Liberals like to see themselves as very compassionate; 
they’re going to make everybody pay their fair share 
and so forth. But asking people to write a bigger check 
is the easiest thing for them to sacrifice. The model that 
says, “We’re going to have the winners in this economy 
just continue to be ever more successful, but they’re 
going to have to pay higher taxes so we can 
redistribute it to everybody that’s left behind” — it’s not 
the people left behind who are voting for that!

But if you started thinking, well, gosh, maybe workers 
should have power and managers in the workplace 
should have to consider their concerns, or maybe we 
could run our education system prioritizing the needs 
of the median student, somebody who’s not going to 
earn a college degree, and instead of sending people 
who need vocational education three towns over, 
maybe anybody who wants college prep should have to 
go three towns over. Well, wait a minute, now all of a 
sudden, they’re not feeling so compassionate.

There are some places where I think that has the 
potential to find bipartisan agreement, mostly just 
because it raises issues we haven’t been fighting about. 
The bad news is, the political realignment you see 
underway with higher income, former Republican 
voters moving into the Democratic Party and working-
class Democratic voters moving to the Republican 
Party is starting to look like a future where we are 
politically very divided by economic class, into the 
college-educated party in the non-college educated 
party, which would be a horrible way to run any politics.

How does Covid fit into this?

What I think will be learned from the pandemic are 
lessons about running trends in our society that were 
not well understood. For instance, on the supply-chain 
front, realizing that it’s not just efficiency but resilience 
that matter. And there are real costs for not being able 
to make things anymore, not even knowing how 
anymore. I think the pandemic has helpfully focused 
people’s attention on that.

And I think it has become incredibly clear that how we 
think about essential workers, how we think about 
meaningful work, how we think about the role people 
play in their communities – and how the economy 
rewards those things — are painfully disconnected.

We should not be taking for granted that whatever 
happens in the market is a sensible outcome or one 
that we should be proud of. We do have real problems 
in how the market has been behaving. We need to do 
better.

-
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